
    Silver Grey (Q802)                                 Aged Grey (Q803)                               Slate Grey (Q822)                        Anthracite Grey (Q859)                        Midnight Blue (Q465) 

Exterior colour options 
 

Valtti exterior paint systems 
 

Add colour to your building, with a durable, low maintenance paint  
applied to the assembled panels of your building before delivery. 

The option will include the exterior of the building having  
two brush applied coats, giving your building the best start in a long life.  

On delivery we will also leave you with a touch up can of the colour chosen 
for future maintenance and where any possible shrinkage lines may appear. 

          White (Q819)                                         Cream (Q118)                                      Sky Blue (Q420)                               Spring Green(Q592)                                Leaf Green(Q574) 

                     

Valtti Opaque wood finish 
Valtti Opaque is a semi-matt microporous high performance flexible water bourne paint for wood.  

Valtti Opaque offers good weather resistance, great flexibility and has an extremely durable low maintenance finish. 
With excellent colour stability and dirt repellence. 

 
With a great selection of colours to choose from, please remember that the colours shown are an indication of the colour and can not be taken as an 

exact replication, shades may vary, for many reasons. Colour samples can be requested. 
 

Anthracite Grey with White contrast Slate Grey 

Cream 

Silver Grey with White Contrast 



Chestnut Brown (TVT318R)         Maple  Cream  (TVT5061)                  Chalky White  (TVT5062)                   Light Oak (TVT5064)                           Moss Green (TVT5065)   
        

Valtti Colour 
Valtti Colour is a full matt, low build solvent bourne translucent wood finish. 

Valtti colour absorbs well into the timber and enhances the natural beauty of wood .  
This semi– transparent wood finish protects the wood surfaces from the adverse effects of moisture and UV light, 

without covering up the beautiful wood grain. 
 

With a great selection of colours to choose from, please remember that the colours shown are an indication of the colour and can not be taken as 
an exact replication, shades may vary, for many reasons. Colour samples can be requested. 

 

Kesto Plus 
For a more natural looking finish, Kesto Plus is an extremely durable exterior wood stain option. 
With a semi matt finish, leaving a water repellent wood protecting surface with good UV protection. 
Kesto Plus protects the wood against weathering and the adverse effects of moisture and sunlight.  
With a slight oak tint this semi transparent finish will give a natural, durable finish. 
Please remember that the colours shown are an indication of the colour and  
can not be taken as an exact replication, shades may vary, for many reasons.  
Colour samples can be requested. 

           

                        

 Ash Grey (TVT5081)                               Misty Blue  (TVT5084)                    Charcoal Grey (TVT5088)                     Jet Black (TVT5089) 

Exterior colour options 
 

Valtti exterior wood stain finishes 
 

Add colour to your building, with a semi transparent wood stain  
applied to the assembled panels of your building before delivery. 

The option will include the exterior of the building having  
two brush applied coats, giving your building the best start in a long life.  

On delivery we will also leave you with a touch up can of the colour chosen 
for future maintenance and where any possible shrinkage lines may appear. 

Moss Green 

Ash Grey Jet Black 


